
SETTING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. This is what your BMI Bodygrip Magnum #116 will look like when it's taken from the box once 
you’ve untangled it's chain and trigger from the others in the box. Before using it you will of course 
de-grease and weather it to get rid of any smell of oil, grease or human. The setting procedure is the 

same for #55, #110 and #116 versions. 

 

2. Extend the spring so it is pointed directly away from the trap and adjust the trigger wires to the 
profile you wish to use. This will be a profile appropriate to the intended target. Then using your 

right hand, with palm uppermost, grip the spring with the trap frame to your left and the trigger and 
dog on the uppermost frame. 

 

3. With the trap held flat and horizontal, grip the trap frame with your left hand gripping the jaw closest 
to you with your thumb and the one furthest away with your fingers. 



 

4. Then compress the spring with your right hand, and as you compress simultaneously pull the trap 
frames together with your right hand. 

 

5. With the trap frames gripped in your left hand let go of the spring with your right and engage the 
safety clip over both spring arms at the trap end of the spring and slide it back towards the spring 

loop. If the trap does then inadvertently fire the closing impact will be substantially reduced. Position 
the trigger and dog at the desired position along the frame ( this will be in the centre if you are using 

a Magnum Cubby/Tunnel ). 



 

6. Set the preferred notch of the dog into the centre of the trigger. 

 

7. Be sure the trigger is secure within the notch of the dog. Then grip the compressed spring and release 
the frames slowly. The trap is now set. Disengage the safety only when the trap is in position. 



 

 


